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Abstract. The advent of drone technology has fundamentally altered the way agricultural operations are carried out. There is a significant opportunity for drones, which are unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with sophisticated imaging and sensing capabilities, to revolutionize many different facets of agriculture. These airborne devices are capable of capturing high-resolution pictures of crops, which provides farmers with the ability to monitor plant health and determine the presence of diseases, nutritional deficits, and insect infestations. Precision agriculture is made easier by drones because of the excellent mapping data they provide, which can be used for things like soil analysis, topography mapping, and yield estimate. In addition, drones may be used to spray crops in an effective and targeted manner, which can both reduce the amount of chemicals used and ensure that they are applied accurately. Drones have the ability to monitor and manage crops autonomously, performing activities like weed identification and removal, pollination, and yield prediction as automation and artificial intelligence continue to advance.
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1. Introduction

For many reasons, agriculture is important to our civilization. First of all, it serves as the main source of food production, giving us the vital nutrients we need to survive and maintain a healthy lifestyle. This study wouldn't have access to the wide variety of fruits, vegetables, grains, meat, and dairy products that make up the core of our diet if agriculture didn't exist. Textile, biofuel, and pharmaceutical sectors all rely on agriculture for their basic ingredients. A sizeable fraction of the world's population also has work prospects thanks to agriculture, especially in rural regions. The demand for agricultural goods is rising at an unheard-of pace as the world's population continues to rise. By 2050, the United Nations predicts that there will be 9.7 billion people on the planet, which would increase the need for food [1]. The agriculture sector faces tough difficulties as a result of this rising demand. In order to fulfill the growing demand, more food must first be produced. Increasing agricultural production and efficiency is necessary to achieve this. There are restrictions on the amount of arable land, water resources, and other agricultural production-related inputs that are available, however. Second, the agriculture sector is also challenged by urbanization and changing nutritional choices. There is a change in dietary habits toward increasing intake of animal products, fruits, and vegetables as wages grow and people become more urbanized. To adapt agricultural operations to customers' shifting needs and tastes, this is necessary. Furthermore, the problems that the agriculture sector faces are made worse by climate change. Crop yields, the availability of water, and the frequency of pests and illnesses may all be affected by changing weather patterns, severe weather events, and altering climatic conditions [2]. In conclusion, the agricultural business faces enormous problems as a result of the rising demand for agricultural goods caused by an expanding worldwide population. Innovative solutions are required to overcome these issues and completely transform how we approach agriculture. The use of drones, also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), in agriculture is one such approach that has received a lot of attention recently. Using drones to monitor and manage crops, practice precision farming, and even spray crops have the potential to completely change the agricultural sector. Farmers may acquire useful information about their crops and make educated choices thanks to the tiny, unmanned aircraft's array of sensors and imaging technology. For instance, multispectral or thermal cameras on drones may be used to monitor crop health and spot early indications of illness, nutrient deficiency, or water stress. Drones help farmers recognize and handle possible problems before they worsen by gathering data on a wide scale and...
giving real-time information, resulting in more effective and sustainable agricultural operations. The capacity of drones to swiftly and effectively cover enormous swaths of land is one of the main benefits of deploying them in agriculture. Farmers used to have to personally examine their fields, which was a labor-intensive and time-consuming operation. Farmers can now inspect their crops far faster using drones than they could with conventional labor. This not only saves farmers important time, but also enables them to decide quickly based on precise and recent information. Drones in agriculture are expected to boost productivity, improve resource use, and eventually lead to resilient and sustainable agricultural methods.

2. Drones in Agriculture

2.1. Drones in Crop Monitoring

Drones can take high-resolution aerial photos of crops because they are outfitted with sophisticated camera systems. These drones are made to hover above fields of crops at different heights and angles, giving a bird's eye view of the crops below. The drones' cameras are selected expressly for their imaging capabilities, such as high megapixel counts and precision optics, to guarantee the photographs recorded are of the highest caliber and detail. Aperture, shutter speed, and ISO settings adjustments are available on modern drone cameras, providing versatility in various lighting situations. Because of its versatility, the photographs throughout the flight are guaranteed to be crisp and clear regardless of the time of day or the weather. In addition, some drones include stabilizing devices that are mechanical or electrical. These systems lessen vibrations and motions during flight, giving rise to even crisper photographs. Drones employ a variety of imaging modes, including single-shot, burst mode, and even time-lapse photography, to collect complete data [3]. These modes enable the drone operators to quickly take many photographs in succession, offering a variety of viewpoints and angles for in-depth study. Additionally, drones may be controlled to fly along pre-established flight courses or in exact patterns using GPS waypoints, assuring continuous coverage and reducing the possibility of missing important regions. Operators may design fly missions that maximize picture overlap, further improving the accuracy and quality of the acquired photos, thanks to sophisticated drone software and flight planning tools. Drones' high-resolution aerial photographs have various benefits for agriculture. Compared to conventional ground-based techniques, farmers and agronomists can evaluate crop health, growth patterns, and possible problems more effectively. Aerial imaging may help farmers identify early indications of illnesses, nutritional deficiencies, and insect infestations so they can respond quickly to minimize crop loss and maximize crop output. Additionally, these photos provide useful information for precision agricultural methods, enabling farmers to customize their pesticide, fertilizer, and irrigation applications depending on the particular requirements of various crops. In conclusion, drones' sophisticated camera systems, stabilizing features, and configurable flight routes enable them to take aerial photos of crops in high-resolution.

By offering insightful information about crop health and assisting farmers in making data-driven choices to improve agricultural techniques and raise yield, these photos transform agriculture. Drones that may be used to check crop health can be equipped with remote sensing technologies. It entails using the drone's sensors to collect data that isn't visible to the human eye. These sensors can identify different light wavelengths produced or reflected by crops, revealing important details about their health, stress levels, and general condition. Multispectral imaging is one of the most frequently utilized remote sensing techniques on drones. Multiple bands of the electromagnetic spectrum may be recorded by multispectral sensors, enabling them to identify certain light wavelengths absorbed or reflected by plants. The spectral signatures of various plant and crop species vary, and changes in these signatures may reveal changes in crop health. Farmers and agronomists may see possible problems with crops at an early stage, such as nutrient deficits, insect infestations, diseases, and water stress, by evaluating the data collected by multispectral sensors. These issues often take the form of slight modifications in the crop's reflectance or emission patterns in certain spectral bands. One of the most popular indices obtained from multispectral data is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index.
(NDVI). Since plants significantly reflect NIR light yet absorb red light for photosynthesis, NDVI compares the reflectance of NIR and red light. A greater NDVI value is produced by healthy vegetation, which has a higher NIR reflectance and a lower red reflectance. High NDVI values indicated healthier and more robust plant development, while low NDVI values may indicate stress or decreased photosynthetic activity. Another crucial remote sensing technology that may be included in drones is thermal sensors. They take temperature readings of the crops and soil, giving crucial information on plant stress brought on by a lack of water or pathogens. Due to variations in transpiration and evaporation rates, stressed plants often display greater temperatures than healthy plants. Drones’ capacity to analyze crop health is improved by the combination of multispectral and thermal data. By combining these technologies, it is possible to identify the precise stressors that impact crops, such as heat or water stress, and to tailor remedies accordingly. Advanced algorithms and software are used to evaluate and analyze the data acquired by drones employing remote sensing. Accurately detecting and diagnosing crop health concerns is made simpler by the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning methods to find trends and abnormalities in the data. Drone-based remote sensing's real-time capabilities provide a considerable advantage in crop monitoring and evaluation. Farmers are able to react swiftly to changing circumstances and make data-driven choices because of drones’ ability to cover broad regions fast and provide timely information. This flexibility is particularly important for handling vital crop growth phases or unforeseen difficulties like insect outbreaks or weather-related stress.

2.2. Precision Agriculture and Drone-Based Mapping

Precision agriculture, commonly referred to as smart farming or precision farming, is a contemporary method of managing agriculture that makes use of cutting-edge technology and data analytics to maximize farming techniques. This ground-breaking idea attempts to increase agriculture's productivity, effectiveness, and sustainability by precisely customizing interventions to match the unique demands of certain crops, regions of fields, or even individual plants. The conventional one-size-fits-all method of farming often results in inefficient resource use, higher expenses, and environmental difficulties.

However, by using a site-specific and data-driven strategy, precision agriculture brings about a paradigm change. In order to develop a more accurate and informed agricultural system, it makes use of a variety of technologies, including the Global Positioning System (GPS), drones, remote sensing, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and data analytics [4]. With precision farming, farmers may collect a ton of information about their fields, such as information on the soil's characteristics, the weather, and the health of their crops. They may make wise selections to optimize their practices by considering the variability in their sectors as a result of the analysis of this data. With the use of this knowledge, they can make more accurately and appropriately administer inputs like water, fertilizer, and pesticides when and where they are required. In agricultural and land surveying, soil analysis and topographic mapping have been transformed by drone-assisted mapping approaches. Drones with cutting-edge sensors and cameras provide an economical and effective solution to produce precise field maps for a variety of applications [5]. The manual collection of soil samples used in traditional soil analysis techniques may be time- and labor-intensive. However, soil analysis is now more streamlined and accurate thanks to drone-enabled mapping methods. Drones with soil sensors may fly over fields and gather information on the qualities of the soil, including its moisture content, pH, organic matter, and nutrient levels. The sensors detect electrical or electromagnetic conductivity to evaluate soil fluctuations. Farmers and agronomists may produce intricate soil maps that show geographic heterogeneity within the field by evaluating this data. These maps provide useful information on the condition of the soil, the distribution of nutrients, and the amount of moisture present, assisting farmers in selecting the best methods for fertilization, irrigation, and crop management. Highly precise topographic maps of agricultural fields may be produced using drones fitted with LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) or photogrammetry technologies. LiDAR sensors provide accurate elevation data points by using laser beams to estimate the distance between the drone
and the ground [6]. In photogrammetry, overlapping aerial photographs are collected and then processed to create 3D models and topographic maps. These topographic maps display elevation variations, contours, and slope gradients, giving important details for planning drainage, erosion control, and land management. Farmers can detect flood-prone locations, build effective irrigation systems, and improve field layouts with the help of accurate topographic mapping. Drones that have GPS and high-resolution cameras may take precise aerial pictures of fields. Field maps that are precise and current are produced by stitching these photos together. The generated maps provide an in-depth look at the whole farm or a selected area, highlighting variances in crop health, growth patterns, and possible problems. Drones may collect information on plant health, stress levels, and insect infestations by integrating multispectral or thermal sensors. These thorough field maps provide farmers with data-driven insights to help them make accurate management choices, maximizing crop output overall while optimizing resource allocation and implementing specific treatments.

Agriculture and land surveying both gain from the precise field maps that drones can provide for topographic mapping and soil analysis. In comparison to conventional surveying techniques, drones are more efficient and cost-effective, enabling frequent and fast data collecting. Farmers may track changes in crop and soil conditions over time by collecting high-resolution data at various time intervals. This data-driven approach to agriculture promotes environmentally friendly agricultural methods while maximizing resource consumption and improving overall production. Soil analysis and topography mapping in agriculture have been altered by drone-enabled mapping approaches. Drones with cutting-edge sensors and cameras provide a quick and accurate technique to make exact field maps [5]. These maps help farmers and land surveyors make educated choices for the best possible agricultural techniques and land management by offering useful insights into soil attributes, crop health, and landscape features. Precision farming and efficient land use are both greatly advanced by the use of drones in agriculture.

2.3. Drone-Assisted Crop Spraying

Over time, traditional crop spraying techniques have encountered several difficulties, which prompted the development of drone-based alternatives. Traditional ground-based sprayers may have trouble covering big or irregularly shaped fields accurately and uniformly. Crop health and output may be impacted by uneven pesticide or fertilizer application, which can result in regions receiving insufficient or excessive treatment. Traditional crop spraying techniques may be labor- and time-intensive, particularly for large-scale agricultural enterprises. To operate the machinery and travel over difficult terrain, trained operators are needed [7]. Traditional sprayers' over spraying or chemical drift may pollute the environment, harming adjacent waterways, unintended crops, and animals. Traditional crop spraying exposes workers to potentially dangerous chemicals, which may be hazardous to their health and safety.

Drone-based crop spraying solutions have recently become more prevalent in the agricultural sector, overcoming many of the drawbacks of older techniques. Drones for agriculture that are outfitted with specific spraying systems provide several benefits. With GPS and sophisticated flight planning, drones can precisely route and evenly distribute pesticides or fertilizers [4]. Due to the accuracy, just the necessary quantity of chemicals are administered, minimizing waste and maximizing resource efficiency. Spraying with drones is more effective than using conventional techniques. Drones can swiftly cover wide regions, cutting down on the amount of time needed for spraying activities. The efficiency of drone operators is further improved by the ability to manage many drones at once. Compared to conventional ways, drone sprayers can dramatically lower environmental pollution. They can apply chemicals with less drift and overspray, decreasing the total chemical load on the environment and limiting the effect on non-target regions. Drone spraying reduces exposure to chemicals and possible health concerns by allowing operators to operate safely away from the spraying area. Drones can access locations that are difficult for conventional equipment to operate, such as tough-to-reach or uneven terrain, such as hills or steep areas. Systems for spraying crops using drones may be swiftly modified to account for shifting weather patterns and
crop development phases. Drones may be deployed immediately, enabling prompt reactions to insect outbreaks or other crop health problems [8]. Many drones used for farming include sensors and cameras that may record information on the health and stress of the crops. This information may be used to track crop performance, pinpoint problem areas, and make data-driven choices for better crop management. In conclusion, drone-based agricultural spraying solutions have become a more effective, accurate, and sustainable substitute for conventional techniques. Drone spraying is a useful technique in contemporary precision agriculture because of its benefits, including accuracy, decreased environmental impact, safety, and flexibility.

The use of drone-based spraying is anticipated to grow as drone technology develops, resulting in a shift toward more productive and sustainable agricultural methods. Although drone spraying is a useful tool in contemporary agriculture, it is subject to safety guidelines and laws to protect users, bystanders, and the environment. Operators must go through extensive training to comprehend the equipment, flying methods, and safety guidelines before undertaking drone spraying operations. For commercial drone operations, several nations and areas need operators to get certain qualifications or permits. Operators of drones must follow airspace laws and refrain from flying over sensitive regions including airports, military bases, and densely populated metropolitan areas [7]. To avoid accidents and injuries, keep a safe distance from people and structures. Operators should do a pre-flight examination of the drone before each flight to make sure all of the parts are in good operating order, including the batteries, propellers, and other parts. Spraying by drones should only take place under favorable weather circumstances, such as calm breezes and good visibility. Rain, blustery gusts, and other bad weather may compromise spraying precision and endanger safety. When handling and using the drone sprayer, operators should put on the necessary protective gear, such as gloves, goggles, and clothes. In the event of a drone malfunction or emergency while in flight, operators should be conversant with emergency measures. This includes a drone’s safe landing in the event of a power outage or other technical difficulties. Drone pilots must stay in visual line of sight (VLOS) with their aircraft while in flight in several nations. To guarantee safe and regulated operations, they must always maintain the drone in their line of sight. Setting up safety zones around the area being sprayed may stop unlawful entry and shield onlookers from possible chemical exposure. When spraying, drone pilots need to be aware of environmental considerations. To prevent chemical pollution, they must stay away from sensitive regions including water bodies, animal habitats, and organic farms. Numerous regulatory agencies demand that operators keep records of their drone spraying activities, including flight logs, chemical consumption, and any on-the-air incident data. Regarding drone operations and spraying activities, each nation or area may have its own rules and specifications. To prevent fines and legal problems, operators must make sure that these requirements are fully followed. Drone operators may perform spraying operations properly and reduce hazards by adhering to these safety precautions and laws. While limiting any negative effects on people and the environment, ensuring adequate training, equipment maintenance, and respect for local legislation will help ensure the safe and successful use of drone spraying in agriculture.

3. Challenges and Future Expectations

3.1. Limitations and Challenges of Drone Technology in Agriculture

Due to battery limitations, drones have short flying periods, which may limit their operational range and need regular charging or battery replacement. The quantity of pesticides or equipment that drones can carry is limited by their payload capacity, which reduces their effectiveness in large-scale agricultural operations [9]. Adverse weather may restrict the safe operation of drones and impair the accuracy of data gathering. Examples include strong winds, rain, and very high or low temperatures. To extract valuable insights from the vast amounts of data that drones gather, operators must have effective processing and storage capabilities, which might be difficult for some. Drone pilots may find it difficult and time-consuming to comply with aviation laws, airspace limits, and privacy issues, particularly when flying over populous areas or close to airports. For some farmers, particularly those
with smaller holdings, the initial expense of buying drones and related equipment might be a considerable entrance barrier. It may be difficult for some farmers to operate drones properly since they need employees who are knowledgeable about both drone technology and agricultural uses. It might be difficult to integrate drone data with current farm management systems and to guarantee compatibility with other technology. While some drones can operate autonomously, the amount of autonomy is still limited, and complicated operations often need human involvement.

3.2. Legal and Regulatory Considerations in Farming

For commercial drone activities, drone operators may need to register their drones with the right authorities and receive the necessary permits or certificates. For drones to be flown in certain locations or at specific altitudes, compliance with airspace laws and acquiring the required licenses or permissions is crucial. Drone activities have the potential to gather private information, including images of people and private assets. Farmers are required to follow data privacy rules and, where necessary, get permission. To avoid harming ecosystems and water bodies, drones must abide by environmental standards, particularly when deploying pesticides or chemicals. To cover any damages or accidents coming from drone activities, operators may need to purchase liability insurance. To reduce dangers, it’s crucial to make sure drone pilots are properly taught safe flying techniques and emergency procedures [10]. To adhere to airspace restrictions and avoid safety risks, it is essential to avoid restricted regions like airports, military installations, and protected zones. For the sake of public safety and avoiding legal repercussions, it is crucial to be aware of no-fly zones, such as those close to airports or other important infrastructure. Smooth community integration depends on addressing public concerns and creating a favorable public impression of drone usage in agriculture.

So even though drone technology has enormous promise to alter agriculture, there are still several issues that need to be resolved before it can be widely used. In order to ensure responsible and safe drone operations in agriculture, legal and regulatory concerns are essential. Addressing these issues will result in more effective, sustainable, and productive drone usage in agriculture as technology and laws continue to advance. Utilizing drones to their greatest potential for the sake of agriculture and society at large will need education, training, and constant communication with stakeholders [11].

3.3. Emerging Trends and Advancements in Drone Technology for Agriculture

Drones powered by AI are becoming used in agriculture. These drones can make real-time judgments, adapt to changing circumstances, and provide farmers with more precise and useful insights by merging AI and machine learning algorithms with drone data. Agriculture is embracing edge computing, which involves processing data on the drone, which is closer to the source. With less dependency on internet access and quicker data processing, this method allows drones to provide farmers in the field with rapid feedback. Applications in agriculture are being investigated for coordinated swarms of drones. Multiple drones may operate together using swarm technology to effectively cover a bigger area and carry out difficult tasks like sowing, pollination, or crop monitoring. Drone flying times are increasing as a result of improvements in battery technology and energy efficiency [11]. Longer flight lengths enable drones to monitor larger regions for longer periods, which decreases downtime and improves operational efficiency. Sensor technologies are constantly being improved by drone makers. Drones are now able to gather more precise and specialized data for precision agricultural applications because of the increasing availability and affordability of hyperspectral, LiDAR, and thermal sensors. Drones can now navigate across more complex systems. With the use of GPS waypoints, they may now fly along pre-planned flight routes, allowing autonomous data collecting and minimizing the need for continual physical control. As drone platforms become more flexible, farmers will be able to tailor payloads to their particular needs. Drones can swap between multiple sensors or equipment because of their versatility [12].

With real-time data for monitoring, decision-making, and resource management, drones will become a regular tool in precision agricultural techniques. Farmers of all sizes will have easier access to precision agriculture, which will boost productivity and minimize environmental impact. Data gathered by drones will be used to inform agricultural decision-making. For disease identification, irrigation management, crop health monitoring, and other purposes, farmers will increasingly depend on the insights supplied by drones, which will improve farm management in general. Drones will eliminate the need for physical labor in a variety of agricultural jobs, saving farmers money. Automation will improve operational efficiency and lessen labor-intensive tasks like crop monitoring, spraying, and harvesting. To promote environmental sustainability in agriculture, drones will be very important. Drones may cut chemical use and lessen the negative environmental effects of agricultural methods by allowing accurate administration of inputs like herbicides and fertilizers [13].

Drone data will be more easily integrated with current farm management software and IOT systems. Farmers will be able to see their whole business from all angles thanks to this integration, which will help them make better choices. Smart agricultural networks will include drones and other IOT devices, resulting in a linked ecosystem of data-sharing and analysis for improved farm management. Drones will improve agricultural monitoring capabilities, enabling more precise yield forecasts and assisting farmers in streamlining their marketing and production plans [14]. The creation of customized drone applications and solutions catered to certain crop kinds and geographical needs will result from cooperation between drone makers, software developers, and agricultural researchers [11]. In conclusion, the agricultural business will likely benefit from drones in the future as new trends and technological developments continue to influence how they are used in farming. Drones will become an essential tool for farmers globally as drone technology advances and becomes more widely available, boosting agricultural output, sustainability, and efficiency. Drones will be used more often in agricultural activities, which will enhance data-driven decision-making, lessen the impact on the environment, and manage farms more effectively overall. This will eventually change how we produce food and ensure a more sustainable future for agriculture.

4. Conclusion

Drones in agriculture have the potential to revolutionize the industry, thus more study, development, and implementation are required. To fully realize the promise of drone technology, sensor development, and AI integration, governments, academics, and stakeholders must work together to finance and support this research. Governments should create transparent, flexible regulatory frameworks that support ethical drone use in agriculture while taking privacy and environmental issues into account. To guarantee correct usage and comprehension of drone technology and its uses in farming, training programs and educational activities should be made available to farmers and operators. The creation of customized drone applications suited to particular agricultural requirements will result from cooperation between drone manufacturers, software developers, agronomists, and farmers. Drone applications will be more successful and efficient if best practices for drone usage, data management, and interaction with current farm management systems are promoted. Interoperability and the development of an extensive network of agricultural data will be made possible by promoting data exchange and standardization across many platforms. Thus, it is clear that drones are having a revolutionary impact on agriculture, offering a wealth of advantages and tremendous potential to improve agricultural methods. The use of drones in agriculture has already shown increases in production, sustainability, and efficiency. The agriculture sector will enter a new era of data-driven, accurate, and sustainable farming techniques as more drone research, development, and adoption are encouraged, eventually assuring food security and contributing to a more sustainable future.
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